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INTRODUCTION

This sonnet, composed in 1817, is one of most famous of Shelley’s anthologised poems. This poem was

composed in competition with Shelley’s friend Horace Smith, who wrote another sonnet on the same topic of

Ozymandias. In terms of theme imagery, this poem is notable for its virtuous diction. The theme is the decline of all

leaders, of all the empires they build, however mighty they may have been in their own time.

Ozymandias was a another name for Ramesses the Great, Pharoah of the 19th century ancient Egypt. The sonnet

parphrases the inscription beneath the statue, ‘‘If  anyone wants to know how great I am and where I lie, let him

surpass any of my works’’.

 äääää By  Percy Byssche Shelley

OZYMANDIAS4

PARAPHRASE

1 – 8 lines – (I met a traveller .................... that fed)

The speaker recalls having met a traveller from an

ancient land who told him a story about the ruins of  a

statue in the desert of his native country. The traveller said

that two vast legs of stone stand without a body and near

this, a massive crumbling and broken stone-head lies,

which is half sunk in the sand. The statue has a bitter and

cruel expression of ‘sneer and cold command’ and this

indicates that the sculptor had understood the passions of

his subject really well. It was obvious that the statue was

of a man who sneered with contempt for those who were

weaker than himself, yet fed his people because of

something in his heart.

9 – 14 lines – (My name ......................... far away)

On the pedestal of the statue these words are

inscribed, ‘‘My name is Ozymandias, I am the king of

kings. If anyone wishes to know how great I am, then let

him surpass any of my works.” Around the decaying ruin

of the statue, nothing remains, only the ‘lone’ and level

sands’ which stretch out around it, far away.

ljka'k

1-8 Lines

oDrk ;kn djrk gS fd og iqjkru ns'k osQ bl ;k=kh ls fey
pqdk gS ftlus mls vius ns'k osQ ,d jsfxLrku esa ,d jkT; osQ

[k.Mgjksa dh dgkuh lqukbZ FkhA ;k=kh us dgk Fkk fd iRFkj dh cuh
nks fo'kky&e”kcwr Vkaxsa & ftudk dksbZ 'kjhj ugha & [kM+h gSa vkSj
muosQ ikl iM+k ,d [kafMr fo'kky iRFkj dk flj tks vk/k jsr esa
/alk gSA ew£r osQ psgjs ij tks gko Hkko fn[kkbZ nsrs gSa muesa dBksjrk
vkSj dM+̃okiu] frjLdkj vkSj fu"Bqj vkns'k Li"V fn[kkbZ nsrs gSaA ;g
n'kkZrk gS fd ew£rdkj vius fo"k; osQ ckjs esa iwjh tkudkjh j[krk FkkA
tkfgj gS ew£r ,d ,sls O;fDr dh Fkh ftlesa de”kksjksa osQ fy, osQoy
frjLdkj vkSj vogsyuk FkhA ysfdu fiQj Hkh og mUgsa HkjisV [kkus dks
nsrk Fkk 'kk;n mlosQ fny esa muosQ fy, oqQN FkkA
9-14 Lines

ew£r dh eafpdk ij ;g 'kCn [kqns gSa %
esjk uke vksf”kekaM;kl gS eSa jktkvksa dk jktk gw¡A vxj dksbZ

tkuus dks mRlqd gS fd eSa fdruk egku gw¡ rks esjs dkeksa ls
c<+&p<+dj oqQN dj fn[kk,A ew£r osQ fxjrs&fc[kjrs [kaMgjksa osQ
vklikl oqQN ugha gS] osQoy nwj&nwj rd iSQyh jsr osQ vykokA

WORD–MEANINGS

l antique : ancient l vast : huge l shattered : broken

l frown : expression of contempt l cold command :

cruel commands l passions : feelings l mocked : make

fun l despair : feeling of hopelessness l colossal :

great l wreck : destruction l boundless : without limit

l bare : deserted, empty

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
TEXTBOOK QUESTIONS (SOLVED)

5. Answer the following questions briefly.

(a) ‘‘The hand that mocked them, and the heart that

fed’’. Whose hand and heart has the poet referred

to in this line?

Ans. The hand and heart refer to Ozymandias, the

mighty king who ruled his kingdom with great cruelty. He

looked after his people and fed them but hated them and

felt that they were weak and helpless.
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(b) ‘‘My name is Ozymandias, king of kings.’’ Why

does Ozymandias refer to himself as ‘king of

kings’ ? What quality of the king is revealed

through this statement ?

Ans. Ozymandias was very mighty, conceited, arrogant

and was intoxicated with power. He was very boastful and

proud and so considered himself to be even greater than

other kings. He thought himself to be above all on this

world. He was very confident of his might and

extraordinary power.

(c) ‘‘Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!’’  Who

is Ozymandias referring to when he speaks of ye

Mighty? Why should they despair?

Ans. Ozymandias is referring to anyone who considers

himself to be mighty and powerful. He throws a challenge

to him that he should look at the work of Ozymandias first

and then consider their might. Others will despair because

none can ever equal Ozymandias’ achievements and

power.

(d) Bring out the Irony in the poem.

[C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans. Ozymandias was very boastful of his power. His

arrogant and shattered face, broken statue, the waste and

ruins around prove that the great king’s work and

civilisation has crumbled to dust. Time has levelled his

fame and work and the ruins, along with the shattered

statue bear a testimony to the fact that nothing lasts for

ever and all the boasts will be disproved ironically in

the end.

(e) “Nothing beside remains.” What does the

narrator mean when he says these words?

[C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans. All power, might, civilisations, status crumble to

dust. Man is insignificant before the power of Time and

everything  is reduced to nought. The statement ‘‘Dust

thou art to dust returnest’’ proves true in the end. This is

the true destiny of man and the passage of Time proves to

be a great leveller.

(f) What is your  impression of Ozymandias as a

king ?

Ans. Ozymandias was a very boastful and arrogant king,

who believed in his might to rule over his kingdom. He

was egoistic, very conceited and he looked after and fed

the citizens as a favour. He  hankered after immortality and

eternal fame. Ozymandias believed that none could ever

equal his exploits.

(g) What message is conveyed in the poem

‘‘Ozymandias’’?

Ans. The poet uses a shattered statue to highlight the

ephemeral nature of fame, popularity and power. The great

king’s proud, boast (I king of kings, look on my work, ye

mighty and despair) has been ironically disproved.

Ozymandias’ works and might have crumbled and

disappeared, his civilization has disappeared, all has been

razed to the ground by the impersonal, indiscriminate

destructive power of history. The ruined statue is merely a

monument of one man’s ‘hubris’ and a powerful statement

about the insignificance of human beings to the passage of

Time.

Ozymandias is first and foremost a metaphor for

the ephemeral nature of political power. So this becomes

Shelley’s most dominant sonnet with political overtones.

Ozymandias not only symbolises political power but the

statue is a metaphor for the pride and ‘hubris’ for all

mankind. It is worth noting that all the remains of

Ozymandias, his work of art and a group of words as

Shakespeare has done in his sonnets, demonstrate the fact

that art and language long outlive the other legacies of

power.

OTHER IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the poetic style of the poem,

‘‘Ozymandias’’.

Ans. Ozymandias written in 1817 is a very masterful

sonnet by Shelley. It is written in iambic pentameter and

was an unusual rhyme-scheme. The poem interlinks the

octave by gradually replacing old rhymes with new ones in

the form of ABABACDCEDEFEF.

This sonnet is Shelly’s brilliant rendering of the

story of a powerful king. Framing the sonnet as a story told

to the speaker by ‘‘a traveller from an antique land’’,

enables Shelley to add another level of obscurity to

Ozymandia’s position with regard to the reader. Rather

than seeing the statue with our own eyes, we hear it from

someone who has heard from another source, so and so

forth. Thus the ancient king is rendered less commanding.

The distancing of the narrative serves to undermine his

power over us, like the passage of time. Shelley gradually

reconstructs the figure of the king. First we see the ‘‘vast

trunkless legs,’’ then the ‘shattered visage’’ and, then the

inscription. The expression on the king’s face, then we are
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Read the following paragraphs and choose the correct

option :

1. I met a traveller from an antique land. Who said

‘‘Two vast and trunkless legs of stone

 stand in the desert’’?

(i) The poet had heard of the statue from

(a) another poet (b) books

(c) people of the city

(d) another traveller

(ii) The condition of the statue was bad because

(a) it was eroding away

(b) its head was broken

(c) the sculptor had not done a good job

(d) it was not cleaned

(iii) The statue was found near

(a) the valley

(b) on the banks of the ocean

(c) across the city

(d) in the desert

Answer : (i) (d)       (ii) (b)      (iii) (d)

2. ‘‘Whose frown

And  wrinkled lip and sneer of cold commands

(i) The statue depicts that the king was

(a) weak (b) dominating

(c) powerful (d) cruel

(ii) The above expression is visible because of

(a) the poet’s interpretation

(b) the sculptor’s skill

(c) the stories of the king

(d) word of mouth

(iii) The above expression shows that the king

was

(a) full of anger (b) full of dislike

(c) without any expression

(d) too proud and conceited

Answer : (i) (b)       (ii) (b)      (iii) (d)

3. ‘‘Look upon my works, ye Mighty and despair.’’

(i) The above words were spoken by

(a) the poet (b) the traveller

(c) were inscribed on the statue

(d) the people

(ii) The mighty is a reference to

(a) the king Ozymandias

(b) other mighty people

(c) other kings

(d) onlookers

(iii) Despair suggests

(a) that none can equal the king’s

achievements

(b) other kings will feel small

(c) other kings will feel helpless

Answer : (i) (c)       (ii) (b) (iii) (a)

introduced to the king’s people of his time. The kingdom

is now imaginatively complete and we are introduced to

the proud boast of the king. With this the poet demolishes

our imaginary picture of the king, with centuries of ruin

REFERENCE TO CONTEXT – NON-MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – NON-MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – NON-MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – NON-MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – NON-MCQsssss

Read the extracts given below and answer the

questions that follow :

1. The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;

And on the pedestal these words appear:

My name is Ozymandias, king of kings

(a) Whom does the hand and heart refer to?

Ans : ‘The hand and heart’ refers to a king called

Ozymandias, who ruled over a powerful kingdom.

(b) How did the king look after his people?

Ans : The king fed his people but was not bothered

for their welfare or happiness.

(c) What quality of Ozymandias is revealed

in the last line?

Ans : He was cruel and selfish and considered

himself to be the mightiest. He was conceited and

intoxicated with his power.

and bare sands between it and us. Basically the poet is

devoted to a single metaphor throughout the poem – the

shattered ruined statue in the desert waste land with its

arrogant and passionate face.

REFERENCE TO CONTEXT – MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – MCQREFERENCE TO CONTEXT – MCQsssss
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

Ozymandias?

Ans : The broken statue of Ozymandias was surrounded

by vast stretches of sand and loneliness of deserts. These

ruins prove that the king’s work and civilisation has

crumbled to dust. Nothing lasts forever, and loneliness,

desertion convey a feeling of crumbling under the cruel

knife of time.

5. Do you believe Ozymandias was justified in

persisting in the belief of his supremacy? Why/

Why not?

Ans : Ozymandias was cruel, dominating and arrogant.

He was too conceited and looked down upon the weak and

helpless. He believed that he was the mightiest. But his

challange was ironically disproved by time itself. All his

achievements, fame, empire were razed to the ground. Fate

and time make a mockery of all this. So his boast could

never be justified.

6. What does the partially destroyed statue of

Ozymandias symbolise? [C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans : Ozymandias was arrogant, conceited and was

intoxicated with power. His partially destoryed statue, half

buried in sand, bears a testimoney to the fact that nothing

lasts forever. This is the true destiny of man, and the

passage of time proves to be a great leveller.

2. Look upon my works, ye mighty and despair!

(a) Whom does the poet refer to as mighty?

Ans : Any other person who considers himself as

mighty.

(b) How does he challenge the mighty?

Ans : King Ozymandias throws a challange to other

people who consider themselves mighty to compare their

exploits with his and then only consider themselves to be

mighty.

(c) What message is conveyed in the poem

Ozymandias?

Ans : All great achievements, vanity, pride, etc.

crumble and get destroyed, Civilisations disappear with

time, so man should not be conceited.

3. Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,

And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command

Tell that its sculptor well those passions read..

(a) What lies in the sand and how?

Ans : Two vast legs of stone with a body, and

massive, crumbling and broken stone-head lies half sunk,

in the sand.

(b) How does the shattered visage look?

Ans : The shattered visage had a bitter and cruel

expession of sneer and cold command.

(c) What does the face tell us about the

sculptor?

Ans : The bitter and cruel expressions on the face

of the statue tell us that the sculptor had understood the

passions of his subject very well.

1. How did the poet come to know about the

broken statue of Ozymandias?

Ans : The poet was told the story of Ozymandias by a

speaker who had met a traveller from an ancient land. The

story and the condition of Ozymandias’ statue is conveyed

by word of mouth. This adds a tinge of obscurity and

mystery to the statue.

2. In what condition was the statue found?

[C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans : The statue of Ozymandias was found in a distant

desert. The head of the statue was broken and nearby two

vast legs of stone stand without a body. The head is half

sunk in the sand. The statue has a bitter and cruel

expression of command and power.

3. Who had written the inscription on the pedestal

below the statue ? What did it indicate?

[C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans : On the pedestral of the statue the words inscribed

were, “My name is Ozymandias, I am the king of kings. If

anyone wishes to know how great I am, then let him

surpass my works.” These words indicate the arrogance,

conceit and arrogance of the king. The king appeared to

sneer at people who were weak and helpless.

4. Describe the surroundings of the statue of
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1. Give the chacacter-sketch of king Ozymandias

as depicted in the poem.

Ans : King Ozymandias considered himself to be the

king of kings. He ruled over his empire with a firm hand.

He fed his subjects but regarded them as inferior. He was

boastful of his power and considered himself to be above

all. He believed that no one will ever be able to equal his

achievements. He considered himself to be blessed with

extraordinary powers. The king was so intoxicated with

power and passion that the welfare of his people was never

his consideration. He believed himself to be above law and

destiny. Ironically his statue and the surroundings proved

just the opposite. He believed himself to be even greater

than other kings — the Emperor of all.

2. Suppose by a miracle Ozymandias visits planet

Earth and comes across his statue in that

dilapidated state. He is dejected and awakens

to the realisation of a life frittered away for

materialistic and political gains. In a state of

regret he pens down his thoughts in the form of

a diary entry. Write the diary for him.

Ans : Dear Diary,

Traversing over the desert, I was dumbfounded with

great shock when I discovered that my statue was lying

broken, without head and body, in an eroded state. Imagine

my reaction. I had considered myself above all, I was the

greatest, the mightiest, and I believed that the coming

generations would worship or pay respect to my statue.

The condition of my statue pained me. All my achievements,

my confidence in my power was razed to the ground. There

were sands and loneliness around. No one seemed to

remember my greatness. May be I was wrong. I should

have devoted my life to the welfare, looked after my people

with compassion and care, maybe then the fate of my statue

would have been different.

Ozymandias.

3. After reading the poem, what is the lesson

ingrained in it for the rest of mankind? Discuss.

Ans : Power, position, pelf should be used for the

welfare of mankind. History may record one’s territorial

achievements but if one wins the hearts of people, then

that is real victory. One must command respect and not

demand it. Many times sages and saints are respected more

than mighty kings. So one must never misuse power and

might. Time is a great leveller. So glorious deeds should be

committed to get respect from posterity. Shelley also

demonstrates the fact that art and language long outlive the

other legacies of power. Real power is in winning hearts

and not in ruling the weak and the needy.

4. Describe the picture of Ozymandias that

emerges in your mind after reading the poem.

How was his dream of perpetuating his

memory reduced to dust?

Or

The poem Ozymandias illustrates the vanity of

human greatness. Comment.

[C.B.S.E., 2012 (T-2)]

Ans : King Ozymandias considered himself to be the

king of kings. He ruled over his empire with a firm hand.

He fed his subjects and regarded them as inferior. He was

arrogant and highly conceited, and believed that no one

will ever be able to equal his achievements. He was so

intoxicated with power that the welfare of his people was

never his consideration. He believed himself to be above

law and destiny.

But now his shattered statue, half buried in sand,

the waste and ruins around prove that the time has levelled

his fame and work. The ruins around the statue bear the

testimony to the fact that nothing lasts forever. This is the

true destiny of man. He is insignificant before the power

of time. The poem illustrates the vanity of human

greatness. It depicts, that one must command respect and

not demand it. One must never misuse power and might.

Glorious deeds should be committed to get respect from

posterity. Real power lies in winning the hearts and not in,

ruling the weak and needy.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
1. Your class went for a picnic at Humayun’s tomb. You noticed the utter neglect surrounding the monument

and felt deeply concerned by it. Write a letter to the Archaeological Survey of India to take adequate

measures for the preservation of such monuments.

2. Make a project on ‘THE MONUMENTS OF SOUTH INDIA’ using pictures and illustration.

3. Suggest 6 measures for the protection of monuments.

4.

l Identity this monument

l Write 5 sentences regarding it.

5. Match the following :

Names of Monuments Creators

1. Charminar, Hyderabad l Shah Jahan

2. Qutub Minar l Chola kings

3. Red Fort l Maharaja Jai Singh of Jaipur

4. Jantar Mantar l Iltutmish

5. Brihadishwara Temple, Tamil Nadu l Mohammad Quli Qutub Shah

6. Victoria Memorial, Calcutta l Pallava kings

7. Mahabalipuram, Tamil Nadu l Lord Curzon


